Instrument number CASA 17/20

I, SHANE PATRICK CARMODY, Director of Aviation Safety, on behalf of CASA, make this instrument under subregulation 101.335 (1A) of the Civil Aviation Safety Regulations 1998 and subsection 33 (3) of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901.

[Signed S. Carmody]
Shane Carmody
Director of Aviation Safety
2 April 2020

CASA 17/20 – ReOC Holders (Extensions of Time Due to COVID-19) – Certificate Amendment Instrument 2020

1 Name
This instrument is CASA 17/20 – ReOC Holders (Extensions of Time Due to COVID-19) Certificate Amendment Instrument 2020.

2 Commencement
This instrument:
(a) commences on the date of signature; and
(b) is repealed at the end of the day after the date of signature.

Note The instrument takes immediate effect on the date of signature. It is then spent and hence it is repealed.

3 Application
(1) Subject to subsection (2), this instrument applies to each certificate of a certified RPA operator (a ReOC holder) that is in force immediately before commencement of this instrument.

(2) This instrument does not apply to a ReOC holder who, immediately before commencement of this instrument, is the subject of a show cause notice under subregulation 11.067 (2) or regulation 101.360 of CASR that has not been resolved by a CASA decision to take no action.

4 Extensions of time
Each certificate of a ReOC holder to whom this instrument applies is amended so that the expiry date stated in the certificate is extended by 6 months.